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Single junction In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As solar cells have been grown on a (100) GaAs substrate by employing a 1 μm thick compositionally graded In$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As/InP metamorphic buffer layer to accommodate the 3.9% mismatch. Cells processed from the 0.8 μm thick InAlAs layers had photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 5% with an open circuit voltage of 0.72 V, short-circuit current density of 9.3 mA/cm$^2$, and a fill factor of 74.5% under standard air mass 1.5 illumination. The threading dislocation density was estimated to be $3 \times 10^8$ cm$^{-2}$.

Currently, the state-of-the-art multi-junction solar cells (MJSC) have an efficiency of 43.5% under concentration. The recent improvement in efficiency of MJSCs has been achieved through the use of alloys for the junctions, which have lattice constants mismatched to the substrate as these provide better bandgap combinations to split the solar spectrum. Metamorphic growth techniques provide compositionally graded buffer layers where the dislocations caused by strain are effectively confined to the graded layers. These cells are based on alloys with lattice parameters near that of GaAs, which limit the ultimate performance. Recently, it has been highlighted that a move to a multi-junction system based on a lattice parameter close to that of InP would offer greater potential for increasing the overall cell efficiency. The growth and fabrication of an In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As solar cell lattice matched to an InP substrate has been reported with an 1-Sun efficiency of 14%, which has been further extended to an InAlAs/InGaAsP/InGaAs triple-junction structure also lattice-matched to InP. In order to further develop the feasibility of this material system for commercial multi-junction device production, there is a need to consider alternatives to the InP substrate given its cost, maximum available substrate diameter, and mechanical robustness, in particular when compared with GaAs, Ge, or Si.

In this Letter, we demonstrate the realisation of an In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As solar cell on a GaAs substrate where a metamorphic buffer layer (MBL) based on superlinearly graded In$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$As compositions is used to alter the lattice constant from the GaAs host substrate of 5.65 Å to that of 5.87 Å (InP). We compare the electro-optic characteristics of In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As cells grown on GaAs with those grown lattice-matched on an InP substrate. An efficiency of 5% for a 0.63 mm$^2$ cell on GaAs is measured under 1-Sun illumination. The cell on the InP substrate under a metal shading of 5% has a projected efficiency of 14.67%.

The InGaAs MBL was grown on a perfectly oriented homoepitaxial buffer GaAs layer is followed by alloys of a continuous convex compositional gradient of the In content from x = 0% to 53%. The grading comprises of three sections: first 400 nm along a parabolic curve, then linearly, with the slope of the curve reduced for the final 190 nm. The structure is capped with an InP layer, grown under our best established growth conditions as in Ref. 10.

FIG. 1. Overview of the metamorphic buffer layer growth profile. The homoepitaxial buffer GaAs layer is followed by alloys of a continuous convex compositional gradient of the In content from x = 0% to 53%. The grading comprises of three sections: first 400 nm along a parabolic curve, then linearly, with the slope of the curve reduced for the final 190 nm. The structure is capped with an InP layer, grown under our best established growth conditions as in Ref. 10.
((100), 0.5° towards (111), $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$) was included in the growth run for reference. Following de-oxidation at 740°C for 15 min, the cell structure was grown at a fixed substrate temperature of 640°C, and the V/III ratio and growth rate were maintained at approximately 110 and 1 µm/h, respectively, for the InAlAs layers. The layer structure is as follows: first, a highly doped 2 µm thick n-type ($5 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$) InP layer was grown to provide a low resistance lateral conduction layer for contacting to the n-type region of the cell since the graded layers are nominally un-doped. This was followed by an 800 nm thick absorbing region employing In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As n-type ($4 \times 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$) base and p-type ($3 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$) emitter layers. A thin (20 nm) strained p-type wide-bandgap In$_{0.35}$Al$_{0.65}$As window layer was then grown as an electron blocking front-surface field window layer. This has been previously shown to reduce surface recombination velocity in single-junction In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As solar cells while maintaining high photocurrents as the thin layer of wider bandgap material results in low parasitic absorption.\textsuperscript{5} Finally, a highly p-doped ($2 \times 10^{19}$ cm$^{-3}$) In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As cap layer was grown to reduce the resistance of the front contact. A schematic cross-section of the structure is shown in Fig. 2. The wafer structure was characterised by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), HRXRD, and electrochemical capacitance-voltage profiling to confirm layer thickness, crystal quality, and doping profile.

Fig. 3 shows a cross-sectional TEM image of the MBL substrate illustrating the initially highly defective region near the GaAs surface (A1). The various grading layers are visible in the image and the defective region appears to be mostly limited to the first (parabolic grading) layer, labelled A2 in Fig. 3, where strain effects are greatest. In general, defects are seen to propagate laterally in this first graded layer (A2) rather than threading vertically towards the upper layers of the MBL where they would impact on the quality of the solar cell structure. Nevertheless, some defects are still visible in the InP capping layer (A5) at the surface of the MBL, which may lead to structural defects in the solar cell layers.

Figure 4 presents HRXRD measurements of the solar cell structure grown on the MBL substrate referenced to the (004) diffraction angle of GaAs. The position of the layer peak with respect to the substrate ($\Delta 2\theta = -1.358^\circ$) indicates an InP/InAlAs lattice constant with strain of about $-1.8\%$, similar to that measured for the MBL before growth of the solar cell layers.

The diffraction width along the Omega axis is seen to broaden from that of the relatively narrow signal associated with the GaAs substrate (FWHM = 0.0136°) through the MBL structure to that of the solar cell layers (FWHM = 1.141°), which can be correlated with the defective nature of the MBL substrate as evidenced by the TEM image of Fig. 3. A shoulder at lower angles is also evident on the main InAlAs/InP peak, indicating a mismatch between some of the grown layers, possibly due to the InGaAs cap layer. A lower intensity diffraction signal is also evident at an intermediate angle between the substrate and main InAlAs/InP layer peaks, which is most likely due to the thin (20 nm) highly strained InAlAs window with ~65% Al content.

Solar cells (area = 0.63 mm$^2$, metal grid coverage = 24%) were fabricated with p-contact (Ti/Pt/Au, 30/50/300 nm) and n-contact (Au/Ge/Au/Ni/Au, 14/14/14/11/250 nm), selective H$_3$PO$_4$:\textsubscript{H$_2$O$_2$}:H$_2$O based wet etching of the In$_{0.52}$Al$_{0.48}$As layers to define a mesa structure and FIG. 2. Schematic cross section of the InAlAs solar cell grown on the metamorphic buffer on a GaAs substrate.

FIG. 3. Cross-sectional bright field TEM image of the MBL of the solar cell structure. (A1) GaAs substrate; (A2) 400 nm In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As parabolic grading from 1 to 23% indium; (A3) and (A4) 690 nm In$_{0.53}$Ga$_{0.47}$As linear grading 23% to 53%; (A5) 600 nm InP capping layer.

FIG. 4. 2-axis X-ray diffractogram of the InAlAs solar cell structure grown on the MBL substrate illustrating diffraction from the GaAs substrate, the metamorphic buffer layers (MBL), and the InAlAs/InP solar cell structure.


C₆H₅O₇·H₂O₂ selective etch to remove the absorbing In₀.₅₃Ga₀.₄₇As cap layer in the window region. A 70 nm thick film of SiN was deposited on the front surface of the cells to provide a single-layer anti-reflection coating and to passivate the mesa sidewalls. The SiN layer was evaporated over the contact busbars by dry etching to allow electrical probing of the cells. For comparison, circular mesa diodes (diameter = 1 mm, metal coverage = 48%) were fabricated on the n-type InP substrates using the same process except the n-type contact covered the backside of the substrate.

The forward and reverse biased dark current density–voltage (J-V) characteristics of the cells on both substrates were measured from 20 °C to 200 °C as shown in Fig. 5. At 20 °C in forward bias with V < 0.8 V, the cells grown on the InP substrate are dominated by a diode ideality, n, of n ~ 2 corresponding to non-radiative Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination in the depletion region of the diode. Both the associated reverse saturation current (J_{SRH}) and the leakage current at V = −0.4 V have a thermal activation energy of roughly half the InAlAs bandgap also corresponding to n ~ 2. For V > 0.8 V, the ideality drops reaching 1.6 at V = 1.1 V corresponding to increasing contribution of diffusion current.

In forward bias, the cells grown on the MBL are also dominated by n ~ 2 (n = 2.2 at 0.8 V) but with J_{SRH} higher by a factor of 100 at 20 °C compared with the cells on InP. This factor reduces to 5 at 200 °C. At low forward bias (V < 0.5 V at 20 °C), there is an additional temperature dependent shunt resistance contributing to the current (see inset to Fig. 5). At higher biases, the SRH current dominates. This resistive component also dominates the current under reverse bias where it has an activation energy of ~100 meV. At higher temperatures (>140 °C), the forward current is dominated by an ideality of 1.8 and 1.6 for cells on the MBL and InP, respectively.

The SRH reverse saturation current can be expressed as in Eq. (1), where \( n_i(T) \) is the temperature dependent intrinsic carrier concentration, \( W_d \) is the depletion depth, and \( \tau(T) \) is the minority (hole) carrier lifetime. At 20 °C, \( \tau \) values of 12 ns and 0.122 ns are extracted for the cells on InP and MBL, respectively.

\[
J_{SRH} = q n_i(T) W_d \frac{1}{2\tau(T)}. \tag{1}
\]

It has been shown previously\textsuperscript{11} that SRH currents in III-V solar cells can be correlated with the threading dislocation density (TDD) in the junction. A shorter minority carrier lifetime increases the reverse saturation current and reduces the open circuit voltage of a solar cell. An estimate of the TDD in the MBL structure can be found by analyzing the dark J-V characteristics of the devices.\textsuperscript{12} Eq. (2) expresses contributions to the total lifetime, \( \tau_{total} \), from the defect free dopant dependent minority carrier lifetime, \( \tau_{max} \), and \( \tau_{TDD} \) the contribution from the TDs where D is the minority-carrier diffusion co-efficient

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{total}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{max}} + \frac{1}{\tau_{TDD}} = \frac{1}{\tau_{max}} + \frac{\pi^2(D)(\text{TDD})}{4}. \tag{2}
\]

Using the minority-carrier lifetime extracted above, the TD contribution to the minority-carrier diffusion length is calculated to be 0.124 ns. The Hall mobility of an n-doped base layer (370 nm, \( 3.7 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) grown on a semi-insulating InP substrate was measured to be 1410 cm²/V s yielding a diffusion co-efficient of 36 cm²/s for electrons. The hole diffusion coefficient is estimated to be 3.6 cm²/s based on the ratio of effective masses for electrons and holes being 0.1 (Ref. 12) from which an estimated TDD of \( 3 \times 10^8 \text{ cm}^{-2} \) is obtained.

The photovoltaic conversion efficiency was measured using a Newport Oriel 92123 series 1600W solar simulator where the incident spectrum was calibrated at 0.1 W/cm² using a reference cell (Fig. 6). The diodes on the InP substrate achieved an open-circuit voltage of 925 mV, a fill factor (FF) of 79%, a short-circuit current density of 9 mA/cm², leading to a photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 6.6%. The cell structure on the MBL substrate with a lower percentage metal shading, produced a higher short-circuit current density of 9.3 mA/cm², an open-circuit voltage of 724 mV, and efficiency of 5% while maintaining a high FF of 75%. The low photocurrent response of the control mesas on the InP substrate is due to the 48% shading loss. The drop in open-circuit voltage can be attributed to reduced lifetimes on the MBL structure, which are a factor of 100 lower than the InP substrate.

The measured and fitted\textsuperscript{13} EQE curves are presented in Fig. 7. The derived hole minority-carrier lifetimes were used to simulate the response along with the measured diffusion

---

**FIG. 5.** Current density vs voltage characteristics as a function of temperature for InAlAs diodes on (a) InP substrate and (b) MBL/GaAs substrates. The inset to (b) plots the data on a linear scale around V = 0 V.
In summary, we have demonstrated the concept of an InAlAs solar cell grown on a GaAs substrate with an InGaAs/InP metamorphic buffer layer. The device combines a solar cell with a lattice constant of InP to a GaAs host substrate and had a measured photovoltaic conversion efficiency of 5% under 1-Sun illumination. Further work is required to improve the MBL quality in order to achieve comparable efficiency with devices on bulk InP substrates. Nevertheless, the result offers a route to developing multi-junction solar cell devices based on a lattice parameter near that of InP, thus extending the range of available bandgaps for high efficiency cells.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Jsc (mA/cm²)</th>
<th>Voc (V)</th>
<th>FF (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InP substrate</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.986</td>
<td>85.6</td>
<td>14.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs substrate</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table I, we present the projected AM1.5G photovoltaic performance for In0.52Al0.48As solar cells on InP and GaAs substrates.
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